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Leaves and acorns of a Post Oak tree

A Historic Oak Tree
When you think of oak trees, chances are that you think of
very strong wood and acorns. I bet if someone asked us to
name a tree, we might be able to name the oak, even if we
didn’t know much about trees. Oak trees grow in lots of places in the northern hemisphere (the “top” part of the world
above the equator). The U.S. and Mexico have many different
species of oaks, and here in Texas we have at least 38 spe-
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cies. That’s a lot of different “kinds” of oak trees!
How about here in north Texas? The dominant oak trees of
the Cross Timbers region are Post Oaks or Blackjack Oaks.
They might be considered good trees for climbing, since
there are branches fairly low on the trunk. Many of them put
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out a tangle of crooked branches, and they don’t grow very
tall. A good height for a Post Oak or a Blackjack in north Texas might be about 30 feet, and sometimes less when living in
poor growing conditions.
Blackjack and Post Oaks are fairly short trees with crooked
branches—does that mean that they’re not very successful?
Not at all! These oaks have found the right way to succeed in
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A Historic Oak Tree, continued

The “Caddo” Oak, a Post Oak tree over 200 years old

the places where they live. North Texas can be really Depending on things like soil condition, climate,

hot, and we have droughts fairly often. In places,

and diseases, Post Oaks can live for a great many

the soil is fairly shallow and the tree’s roots have to

years. One very large Post Oak at Southwest Nature

work their way down through rocky ground to get to Preserve in Arlington was recently recognized as a
moisture. These oaks have lots of branches and

Historic Tree, by the Texas Historic Tree Coalition. It

leaves that help shade the area beneath the tree.

is estimated to be over 200 years old, and has a

The leaves look shiny on top, and that means that

massive trunk divided in two only a few feet off the

they have a tough, waxy coating that helps keep

ground. Something must have split or injured the

them from dehydrating on hot, sunny days. They

trunk many years ago, making it continue its growth

know how to live in Texas!

as two trunks.

The Post Oak’s leaves have sev-

Think about how old this tree is. It might have been

eral lobes, and the ones in the

alive in 1800 when Thomas Jefferson was Vice-

middle are often somewhat

President of the U.S. It would have been growing

square-shaped. It is said that the when Texas was part of the newly-independent naPost Oak’s name comes from

tion of Mexico! The “Caddo Oak” would have been a

farmers and ranchers using the

young tree when the people who lived here were

very tough wood for fence posts. Caddo, a tribe of Native Americans who were farmThe wood is so strong that in

ers and hunters, living in grass huts and using pre-

some places the tree is called an scribed fires to clear underbrush in the forests and
A Post Oak leaf

“Iron Oak.”

woodlands where they lived. It really is a historic
tree!
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Walks in the Woods—Are You Out of Your Mind?
Three people took a walk in the woods. One of them coming part of this place,” she said to herself. She
loved being outside, but spent most of her time tex- noticed her thought and let it go. She didn’t want to
ting and checking Facebook. At the end of her walk, get tangled up in her thoughts – she wanted to stay
she hardly felt like she had been in the woods at all.
She had been in the woods, but her mind was somewhere else.

here, connected to this place.
As she started to walk around, she noticed a beetle
running along the sandy trail ahead of her. It was

“Her mind was somewhere else.” That’s a strange

brilliant metallic-green from its antennae to the back

thing to say, isn’t it? As if her mind could be some-

of its abdomen. It took off and flew a few feet away,

where else, in a different place than her body.

and the girl noticed that the green was on the wing

Would that mean that she was out of her mind? It’s

covers – called the “elytra.” When the beetle landed,

hard to say.

she noticed that six little white spots were scattered

The second one wasn’t using his phone, but he
spend a lot of time thinking about how he was going
to talk with his friend about something that happened at school. He saw a frog at the edge of a

on the back half of those elytra. She watched the
beetle for several minutes, noticing how amazingly
fast it could run on those little legs, and how it flew
just out of reach whenever she got too near.

pond, but then began to think about his friend
again. He kept imagining different things his
friend might say, turning it over and over in his
mind. He hardly noticed the birdsong in the trees
above him.
Sometimes a worry can pull us away from ourselves, so that we don’t notice what is going on
around us. We can be lost in uncomfortable
thoughts, and not even notice what is right in
front of us. On a walk in the woods we would like
our minds and bodies to be right where we really
are, able to be connected with everything around

us and “tuned in” to it.
That’s how it was for the third person who walked in
the woods. Here is how she did it: She started her
walk by going to a quiet place and looking around,

A Six-spotted Tiger Beetle

Further down the trail, she saw a butterfly being
tossed around in the autumn breeze. And yet, maybe the butterfly was going where it wanted to go.

She noticed that it sailed behind some trees, then
at the same time paying attention to each breath she came back around near her. The breeze didn’t do
took. Each breath brought in the air of that place,
that. Maybe those fluttering wings knew what they
and its oxygen became part of her. Every time she
breathed out, the carbon dioxide from her breath
joined the air around her, ready for the trees and
other plants to use in order to grow. “It’s like I’m be-

were doing, even though the butterfly looked almost exactly like a yellow leaf being blown around
by the breeze. A big dragonfly came on the scene,
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Walks in the Woods—Are You Out of Your Mind? continued
heading straight for the butterfly. Bouncing
around on thin butterfly wings, it maneuvered
around the tree branches and disappeared, leaving the dragonfly behind.
The walk continued in this way, as the girl took in
the sights, sounds, and smells of the place.
When she found some animal, she stopped to
follow what it was doing, and found that with a
little patience – with the ability to just be there

without hurrying – she noticed lots of things that
she might have missed. She didn’t even have to
know all the facts behind what she saw. With a
little checking, she could discover that the green
beetle was a six-spotted tiger beetle, a fierce predator of smaller insects. Butmale
she could also just appreciate it as a beautiful, fast creature with whom she
shared the path on that wonderful walk in the

One of the common dragonflies of our area
female

She and her mind and body had all been together
that day, open and ready to see, hear, feel and smell
everything that the place could offer. It was a walk
that she remembered for a long time.

woods.

Michael Smith is a naturalist who has lived most of his life in North Texas. He has given talks on herpetology, led
nature walks, is co-editor of the Post Oak & Prairie Journal, and served as an officer in herpetological societies. He
has written for Texas Parks & Wildlife Magazine, co-authored the book Herping Texas, and has a second book expected in spring, 2020. He also works with children and young people as a licensed Psychological Associate. He
blogs at www.livesinnature.com and can be reached at livesinnature@outlook.com.

